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IMPORTANCE: This is the largest study describing the role of P450 epoxygenase 
metabolites in septic shock in humans and suggests a novel therapeutic target.

OBJECTIVES: Oxylipins are oxidative breakdown products of cell membrane fatty 
acids. Animal models have demonstrated that oxylipins generated by the P450 
epoxygenase pathway may be implicated in septic shock pathology. However, 
these mediators are relatively unexplored in humans with septic shock. We aimed 
to determine if there were patterns of oxylipins that were associated with 28-day 
septic shock mortality and organ dysfunction.

DESIGN: Retrospective analysis of samples collected during the Vasopressin 
versus Norepinephrine as Initial Therapy in Septic Shock trial.

SETTING: ICUs in the United Kingdom.

PARTICIPANTS: Adults recruited within 6 hours of onset of septic shock.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES: Oxylipin profiling was performed 
on 404 serum samples from 152 patients using liquid chromatography-mass 
spectrometry.

RESULTS: Nonsurvivors were found to have higher levels of 14,15-dihydroxye-
icosatrienoic acid (DHET) at baseline than survivors (p = 0.02). Patients with 
14,15-DHET levels above the lower limit of quantification of the assay were 
more likely to die than patients with levels below this limit (hazard ratio, 2.3; 95%  
CI, 1.2–4.5). Patients with measurable 14,15-DHET had higher levels of organ 
dysfunction and fewer renal failure-free days than those in whom it was unmeas-
urable. Considering samples collected over the first week of intensive care stay, 
measurable levels of DHET species were associated with higher daily Sequential 
Organ Failure Assessment scores that appeared to be accounted for predomi-
nantly by the liver component. Measurable 14,15-DHET showed positive correla-
tion with bilirubin (rs = 0.38; p < 0.001) and lactate (rs = 0.27; p = 0.001).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE: The P450 epoxygenase-derived DHET 
species of oxylipins were associated with organ, particularly liver, dysfunction in 
septic shock and 14,15-DHET was associated with septic shock mortality. These 
results support further investigation into the role of the P450 epoxygenase-derived 
oxylipins in sepsis and suggest that this pathway may offer a novel therapeutic 
strategy in septic shock.

KEY WORDS: dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid; eicosanoids; epoxyeicosatrienoic 
acid; oxylipins; sepsis; septic shock

Septic shock remains a major worldwide health problem that is associated 
with significant morbidity and mortality (1). As such, improving under-
standing of its pathophysiology continues to be a key research interest. 

Oxylipins are signaling molecules formed from the enzymatic oxidation of pol-
yunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) from the cell membrane (2). They are known 
to have a variety of paracrine and autocrine roles in health and disease, in-
cluding sepsis. Eicosanoids are a well-described subgroup of oxylipins with 20 
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carbon atoms that are formed by cyclooxygenase and 
lipoxygenase enzymes and their role in sepsis has been 
previously investigated (3, 4). In contrast, other oxy-
lipins, such as those generated by the cytochrome P450 
superfamily, are not well studied in humans.

Endothelial cytochrome P450 epoxygenase enzymes 
metabolize arachidonic acid into four vasoactive regioi-
somers of epoxyeicosatrienoic acid (EET), which act in 
a paracrine manner and are released into the circulation 
(5, 6). These compounds are known to be vasodilatory 
endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factors that activate 
calcium gated potassium channels (7–9). Animal models 
that artificially increase their expression show reduced 
mean arterial pressure (10). Correspondingly, blocking 
their synthesis increases vascular resistance in arterial ves-
sels (11, 12). In addition, EETs are also known to be an-
ti-inflammatory and have other organ-specific effects (6).

Recently a number of studies utilizing animal models 
of sepsis have shown that modulating the levels of EETs 
and their metabolites, the dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acids 
(DHETs), has an impact on survival (13–15). In particular, 
increasing the levels of EETs and blocking the production 
of DHETs, either by knockout or inhibition of soluble ep-
oxide hydrolase (sEH), has been shown to increase sur-
vival and is associated with improved circulatory function 
(15) and reduced inflammatory response (14).

Previous clinical studies measuring oxylipins have 
been small and have found inconclusive results (16–18). 
In this study, we performed oxylipin profiling in a large 
cohort of patients with septic shock who were enrolled 
into the Vasopressin versus Norepinephrine as Initial 
Therapy in Septic Shock (VANISH) trial (19). We aimed 
to determine which oxylipins were associated with septic 
shock 28-day mortality and how these were associated 
with physiologic derangement and organ dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The VANISH Trial

The VANISH trial was a multicenter, double-blind, 
randomized controlled trial that compared the effect 
of vasopressin and norepinephrine combined with hy-
drocortisone or placebo on the development of renal 
failure in patients with septic shock (19).

Patient Cohort

Participants in the VANISH trial were recruited between 
February 2013 and May 2015 across 18 different sites. 

The cohort included patients (≥ 16 yr) who had septic 
shock. Patients were enrolled at admission to ICU within 
6 hours of the development of shock. A full list of inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria can be found in the Online 
Supplement (http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900). Patients 
were followed up until day 29.

Written consent was obtained from all patients or 
their legal representatives. The trial was approved by 
the Oxford A ethics committee (reference 12/SC/0014).

Oxylipin Samples and Measurement

Serum samples were collected from patients in 11 of 18 trial 
sites, based on the availability of research staff, at inclusion 
to the trial and at up to three additional time points during 
the first week if they remained in ICU. Patients without 
samples at baseline were excluded in this analysis. Blood 
samples were collected from patients and serum immedi-
ately separated and frozen at –80°C prior to transfer to a 
central laboratory for batch oxylipin processing. Samples 
were analyzed at the National Phenome Centre (Imperial 
College London, London, United Kingdom) using ultra-
high performance liquid chromatography coupled via 
electrospray ionization to a tandem quadrupole mass spec-
trometer. A validated assay for measuring lipid mediators 
of inflammation (20, 21) was employed, quantifying 43 
oxylipins and five PUFAs. Oxylipin concentrations above 
or below the limits of quantification (Supplementary 
Table 1, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900) were censored 
at the limit of quantification. Oxylipins were excluded 
from baseline analysis if they were unquantifiable in more 
than 90% of baseline samples.

Clinical Data

Demographic and clinical characteristics were recorded 
on inclusion to the trial. Additionally, hemodynamic 
and organ-specific clinical data were recorded daily for 
patients who remained alive and admitted to ICU, in-
cluding the data required to calculate Sequential Organ 
Failure Assessment (SOFA) scores. A daily norepineph-
rine equivalent dose of vasopressors was calculated using 
the formula described by Goradia et al (22). Sequential 
oxylipin samples were matched to the corresponding daily 
clinical data. Outcome was recorded as status at day 29.

Statistical Analysis

Principle component analysis (PCA) and partial least 
squared discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were used to 
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explore global associations of oxylipins with 28-day sur-
vival. Oxylipin data taken at baseline were log-trans-
formed and scaled to zero mean and unit variance prior 
to this multivariate analysis. PLS-DA models were cross-
validated using a “leave-one-out” methodology. Oxylipins 
that were most strongly associated with outcome in this 
model were identified by inspection of the model’s load-
ings plot and the Variable Importance in Projection (VIP) 
of each oxylipin. The VIP score of a variable is calculated 
as a weighted sum of the squared correlation between the 
PLS-DA components and the original variable.

Comparisons of baseline continuous data were per-
formed using the Mann-Whitney U test. p values from 
comparison of oxylipin levels between survivors and non-
survivors were corrected for multiple comparisons using 
the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for false discovery. 
The chi-square test was used for comparisons of catego-
rical data with the Fisher exact test being used for cases 
where n value of less than 10. The association of categorical 
oxylipin groups, based on the threshold of quantification, 
and primary outcome was explored using Kaplan-Meier 
curves and Cox-proportional hazards models.

Classes of oxylipins found to be associated with 28-day 
mortality in both multivariable and univariate analysis were 
taken forward for further exploration. Missing daily clin-
ical data and daily SOFA scores were imputed as described 
in the original VANISH trial (19). The correlation between 
oxylipin concentrations across all sampling time points and 
matched continuous clinical variables was investigated with 
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Exploration of the 
association of daily clinical parameters with binary oxylipin 
groupings was done using mixed-effects logistic models. 
Clinical variables were chosen to provide most clinical insight 
whilst minimizing colinearity (see Supplementary Table 2, 
http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900 for a list of included vari-
ables). The Hosmer-Lemeshow approach was used for var-
iable selection and developing a multivariable model (23). 
All models were fitted using xtmelogit command in Stata 15 
(StataCorp, College Station, TX). All other statistical analysis 
was performed in R Version 4.0.3  (R Foundation, Vienna, 
Austria) (24) and IBM SPSS Statistics Grad Pack Version 24 
(Chicago, IL). p values of less than 0.05 were considered sig-
nificant, and in all cases, two-sided tests were used.

RESULTS

Oxylipin sampling was performed in 168 of 409 patients 
(41%). One patient had to be excluded from further 
analysis as they had no associated clinical data and 15 

were excluded as they did not have baseline samples 
collected, leaving 152 patients in the current study.

Included patients were broadly similar to patients 
from the trial who were not included in this analysis 
(Supplementary Table 3, http://links.lww.com/CCX/
A900), although those patients with sampling were 
more likely to have chronic obstructive pulmonary di-
sease and cirrhosis than those who were not and dis-
played evidence of less severe shock, as they required 
less fluid and lower vasopressor doses than those who 
did not undergo sampling. Of the included patients, 
the median age was 66 years (54–77 yr), 96 (63%) 
were male, 126 (83%) were Caucasian and the most 
common single source of infection was lung (n = 66 
[44%]). The first blood sample (Time Point 0 [TP0]) 
was collected a median of 3 hours after the start of 
vasopressors with subsequent samples being taken at 
a median of 30 hours (TP1), 59 hours (TP2), and 108 
hours (TP3) after the start of vasopressor support. By 
day 29, 39 (26%) of included patients had died.

As expected, patients who did not survive to day 
29 had higher Acute Physiology and Chronic Health 
Evaluation II scores, a higher requirement for addi-
tional norepinephrine, lower Glasgow Coma Scores and 
Pao2:Fio2 ratios, and higher frequency of renal and respi-
ratory failure than those who survived (Supplementary 
Table 4, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900).

Oxylipins and 28-Day Mortality

Of the oxylipins and PUFAs measured, only 20 were 
quantifiable in more than 10% of baseline samples 
(Supplementary Table 2, http://links.lww.com/CCX/
A900) and used for subsequent analysis.

PCA of the oxylipins showed no batch effect from 
analysis runs or natural clustering. Although PLS-DA 
of baseline oxylipins showed only a limited ability to 
separate day 28 survivors from nonsurvivors (Supple
mentary Fig. 1, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900), 
within this model, 14,15-DHET (VIP 1.8) and eico-
sapentaenoic acid (VIP 1.7) (Supplementary Fig. 1, 
http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900) had the strongest as-
sociation with outcome. Comparing baseline oxylipin 
concentrations between survivors and nonsurvivors 
(Table 1) found that only 14,15-DHET showed a statis-
tically significant difference in concentration between 
survivors and nonsurvivors after correction for mul-
tiple comparisons. Survivors had lower baseline 14,15-
DHET than nonsurvivors (250 fg/µL [250–292 fg/µL]) 
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survivors versus 294 fg/µL ([250–474 fg/µL] nonsurvivors;  
p = 0.02). As 14,15-DHET was below the level of quanti-
fication in 82 patients (54%) at baseline, this could have 
been influencing its association with mortality. To inves-
tigate this, we divided patients into those with baseline 
14,15-DHET concentrations above and below the lower 
level of quantification. Patients with measurable levels 
of 14,15-DHET had increased mortality at 28 days com-
pared with those without measurable levels (hazard ratio, 
2.3; 95% CI, 1.2–4.5; p = 0.01) (Fig. 1).

Consistent with the mortality outcome, those 
patients with measurable, compared with unmeas-
urable, levels of 14,15-DHET had higher mean total 

SOFA scores (6 [4–9] vs 4 [3–6]; p < 0.001), fewer renal 
failure-free days in those who developed renal failure 
or died (6 [0–24] vs 18 [5–26]; p = 0.02), but shorter 
ICU (6 d [3–10 d] vs 9 d [3–18 d]; p = 0.02) and hos-
pital (16 d [7–34 d] vs 24 d [12–47 d]; p = 0.007) stays. 
No statistically significant differences were observed 
for the duration of shock (49 hr [23–92 hr] vs 37 hr 
[20–84 hr]; p = 0.23), duration of renal failure (4 d [1–8 
d] vs 4 d [2–11 d]; p = 0.78), or mechanical ventilation 
(5 d [2–9 d] vs 7 d [2–16 d]; p = 0.14), the occurrence 
of renal failure (48% vs 40%; p = 0.30), requirement 
for inotropes (13% vs 12%; p = 0.90), or likelihood of 
being weaned off vasopressors (90% vs 95%; p = 0.22).

TABLE 1. 
Comparison of Baseline Oxylipin Concentration Between 28-Day Septic Shock Survivors 
and Nonsurvivors

Oxylipin
28-Day Survivors  

(Median [IQR], fg/µL)
28-Day Nonsurvivors  
(Median [IQR], fg/µL) p Adjusted p

C20:3 (dihomo-γ-linolenic acid) 2.0 × 105 (1.5 × 105–
2.8 × 105)

1.6 × 105 (1.2 × 105–2.4 × 105) 0.07 0.18

C20:5 (eicosapentaenoic acid) 3.3 × 105 (2.2 × 105–
5.8 × 105)

2.7 × 105 (1.7 × 105–4.0 × 105) 0.01 0.08

9(S)-HODE 5,000 (5,000–5,000) 5,000 (5,000–5,000) 0.70 0.74

13(S)-HODE 10,126 (7,101–16,699) 11,749 (7,740–22,720) 0.29 0.36

12(S)-hydroxyeicosapentaenoic 
acid

703 (500–3,491) 2,243 (500–8,163) 0.10 0.18

5,6-EET 250 (250–250) 250 (250–250) 0.53 0.62

11,12-EET 250 (250–269) 250 (250–250) 0.24 0.32

5(S)-HETE 1,269 (963–1,908) 1,454 (888–1,852) 0.81 0.81

8(S)-HETE 292 (250–582) 424 (250–976) 0.11 0.18

11(R)-HETE 376 (253–662) 578 (269–1,094) 0.10 0.18

12(R)-HETE 4,028 (1,172–16,254) 7,741 (2,664–30,969) 0.07 0.18

15(S)-HETE 1,183 (817–1,904) 1,745 (1,070–3,485) 0.02 0.14

8,9-DHET 250 (250–250) 250 (250–267) 0.24 0.32

11,12-DHET 250 (250–250) 250 (250–317) 0.04 0.16

14,15-DHET 250 (250–292) 294 (250–474) 0.001 0.02

14-HDoHE 2,636 (1,128–7,856) 4,700 (1,750–21,351) 0.04 0.16

17(S)-HDoHE 500 (500–599) 500 (500–841) 0.10 0.18

LTB4 250 (250–250) 250 (250–250) 0.15 0.23

12-oxo-LTB4 500 (500–500) 500 (500–500) 0.10 0.18

Thromboxane B2 513 (250–3,074) 512 (250–5,019) 0.58 0.64

DHET = dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid, EET = epoxyeicosatrienoic acid, HDoHE = hydroxydocosahexaenoic acid, HETE = 
hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid, HODE = hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid, IQR = interquartile range, LTB4 = leukotriene B4.
Data given as median and IQR. Raw and adjusted p values are given, adjustment was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 
Adjusted p values in bold are those less than 0.05.
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Association With Clinical Characteristics

In an attempt to understand the pathologic involvement 
in septic shock of the DHET family of oxylipins (5,6-
DHET, 8,9-DHET, 11,12-DHET, 14,15-DHET) and their 
measured precursors (5,6-EET and 11,12-EET), their as-
sociation with physiologic parameters across sequential 
samples was explored. A total of 404 sequential samples 
were collected from the 152 patients, including 152 on 
inclusion (TP0), 115 at TP1, 78 at TP2, and 59 at TP3.

When analyzing only those samples where oxy-
lipin concentrations could be quantified, both 11,12-
DHET and 14,15-DHET showed significant but 
weak positive correlation with bilirubin (rs = 0.29; p 
= 0.01 and rs = 0.38; p < 0.001, respectively) across 
all available samples. Positive correlations were also 
seen between 14,15-DHET and lactate (rs = 0.27;  
p = 0.001), vasopressor requirement (rs = 0.19; p = 
0.02), and total SOFA score (rs = 0.29; p < 0.001) (Fig. 
2). Patterns of correlation were consistent for 14,15-
DHET when samples were considered by each indi-
vidual day of sampling post baseline (Supplementary 
Fig. 2, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A900).

Considering the EETs and DHETs as measurable 
or unmeasurable across all time points of sampling, 

measurable 5,6-EET and 
11,12-EET at any time were 
both associated with lower cre-
atinine concentrations at en-
rollment into the study (odds 
ratios [ORs], 0.67; 0.47–0.95; p 
= 0.03 and 0.72; 0.55–0.94; p = 
0.02, respectively). Measurable 
8,9-DHET and 11,12-DHET 
were both associated with 
higher bilirubin at enroll-
ment (OR, 1.55; 1.22–1.98; p 
< 0.001 and 1.50; 1.21–1.86; p 
< 0.001) and higher daily lac-
tate (OR, 1.28; 1.04–1.50; p = 
0.02 and OR, 1.46; 1.15–1.85; 
p = 0.002). Ability to measure 
14,15-DHET had positive as-
sociation with total daily SOFA 
score (OR, 1.27; 1.12–1.45;  
p < 0.001), daily bili-
rubin (OR, 1.14; 1.02–1.29;  
p = 0.03), a past medical 
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier survival curve for patients with 
concentrations of 14,15-dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid (DHET) 
above (blue line, n = 70) versus below (red line, n = 82) the lower 
limit of quantification at inclusion to the study. Data were censored 
at day 28. Patients with quantifiable levels of 14,15-DHET had 
higher mortality (hazard ratio, 2.3; 95% CI, 1.2–4.5; p = 0.01). 
Crosses indicated censored data.

Figure 2. Correlation between measurable dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acids (DHETs) or their 
precursor epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs) and daily clinical variables. A, Correlation matrix showing 
the Spearman rho correlation coefficients for oxylipin concentrations of the DHETs and their 
precursor EETs where quantities were above the lower limit of quantification. Data combines all 
sampled time points over the first week of ICU stay and their matched continuous clinical variables. 
B, Corresponding p value matrix for the correlation coefficients shown in (A), colored boxes 
represent p < 0.1 and gray boxes are all those greater than 0.1. Significant p values are considered 
less than 0.05 (red). PF = Pao2:Fio2 ratio, SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.
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history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (OR, 
6.23; 1.26–30.64; p = 0.02), and a source of infection 
other than lung, abdominal, or soft tissue (OR, 3.56; 
1.56–8.12; p = 0.003). All associations remained when 
the models were corrected for age, sex, and body mass 
index. Due to the low rates of responses for 5,6-DHET 
across sequential time points, associations were not 
explored for this mediator.

As suggested by the models above, the higher daily 
total SOFA scores associated with measurable 14,15-
DHET were predominantly made up of a higher liver 
component. Although not significant in the models 
above, similar trends were also seen with 8,9-DHET 
and 11,12-DHET (Fig. 3). These associations remained 
when individual days of sampling postbaseline sample 
were considered (Supplementary Fig. 3, http://links.
lww.com/CCX/A900).

DISCUSSION

We have reported the largest study of oxylipins in septic 
shock to date. Although the EETs were mostly undetect-
able, their DHET metabolites were found to be discrimi-
nant in separating nonsurvivors from survivors. Patients 
with measurable 14,15-DHET had twice the risk of death 
of those in whom it was too low to measure. Additionally, 
our data suggest that whilst having measurable 5,6-EET 
or 11,12-EET is associated with a lower baseline creat-
inine, having measurable DHETs is associated with a 
higher lactate, higher bilirubin concentration, and liver 
dysfunction, hinting that these two species of oxylipins 
may have opposite associations with organ dysfunction.

Comparable human data in the literature is limited, 
with studies either analyzing a very small number of 
patients (17) or focusing on proresolving mediators 
without analyzing P450 epoxygenase-generated oxy-
lipins (16). As such, the majority of relevant data come 
from preclinical studies.

EETs are derived from arachidonic acid via cyto-
chrome P450 enzymes. They act in a paracrine manner 
after release into the circulation (5, 6) and are known to 
be vasodilatory (7–9). Animal models have shown that 
EETs reduce mean arterial pressure (10) and that block-
ing their synthesis increases vascular resistance (11, 12).  
EETs are highly labile and are rapidly metabolized in 
vivo to their DHET counterparts by sEH (6). These 
were initially thought to be inactive (6) but some stud-
ies have shown them to be vasoactive, especially in the 
coronary circulation (25, 26). Although our findings 

Figure 3. Box plots (median [bold line], interquartile range [IQR] 
[box], ±1.5 × IQR [whiskers] and outliers [points]) showing the 
total Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score and 
its component parts combining all sampled time points. The 
neurologic component was not recorded due to difficulties in 
its measurement in sedated patients. The highest total SOFA 
score possible was therefore 20. Data are shown for all samples 
taken over approximately the first week of ICU stay matched to 
daily clinical information. Blue boxes combine all samples where 
the oxylipin concentration was below the level of quantification 
and yellow where they were above the level of quantification. 
A, 8,9-dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid (DHET). B, 11,12-DHET. C, 
14,15-DHET. Mixed-effects logistic models showed higher daily 
total SOFA scores were associated with detectable 14,15-DHET 
(odds ratio [OR], 1.27; 1.12–1.45; p < 0.001).
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support a role for the EET-DHET pathways in the path-
ogenesis of sepsis in humans, we found little evidence 
to support their involvement in pathologic vasodilation 
or severity of shock, with 14,15-DHET only having a 
week correlation with vasopressor requirement.

Instead, our data suggest that DHETs may be re-
lated to other sepsis-induced organ failure, especially 
liver dysfunction. Although this association has not 
been demonstrated before in humans, 14,15-DHET 
has been found to correlate with alpha-fetoprotein lev-
els in chronic hepatitis B infection (27). Hepatic cyto-
chrome p450 enzymes are known to be downregulated 
in sepsis, whereas sEH activity may instead be upregu-
lated (28–30). The combination of these changes to en-
zymic activity in severe sepsis could lead to a reduction 
in EET levels due to a combination of reduced produc-
tion and increased metabolism.

In addition to their vasodilatory actions, EETs are known 
to have a number of immunomodulatory and organ-spe-
cific effects, which may be protective in sepsis (6). Indeed, 
animal models of sepsis where EETs are stabilized, ei-
ther by pharmacological inhibition or genetic knockout 
of sEH, show improved survival, associated with either 
measurable increases in serum EET levels or decreases in 
their DHET counterparts (14, 15, 31). However, some of 
these studies (15, 31) used a lipopolysaccharide challenge 
model of sepsis, which may be of limited comparability 
to human sepsis. Nonetheless, sEH inhibition has also 
been shown to reduce sepsis-induced transaminitis (14).  
Correspondingly, inhibition of sEH may be beneficial in 
attenuating several other, nonsepsis-related, inflamma-
tory liver diseases (32).

Although an initial pro-inflammatory response is 
vital to combat microbial pathogens in sepsis, it has long 
been considered that an exaggerated or dysregulated 
response may result in excessive tissue damage (33).  
In a murine cecal ligation and puncture model, boost-
ing EET levels by inhibiting sEH, significantly reduced 
the systemic inflammatory response via inactivation of 
mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling pathways, 
resulting in reduced levels of the pro-inflammatory cyto-
kines interleukin-1β and tumor necrosis factor-α (14).  
Not only was this associated with improved survival, 
subsequent in vitro work showed this response to be de-
pendent on 14,15-EET, as application of an EET receptor 
blocker abolished the immunomodulatory effects. 
Likewise, others have shown that stabilizing EET levels 
can decrease pro-inflammatory signaling by reducing 

the expression of triggering receptors expressed on my-
eloid cells-1 (34). Finally, EETs are known to inhibit M1 
macrophage polarization and preserve M2 polarization, 
which is associated with reduced pro-inflammatory 
cytokine expression and improved phagocytosis and 
pathogen clearance (14, 35). Taken together, these data 
support the possible beneficial immunomodulatory 
effects of EETs in sepsis and, in particular, on sepsis-
induced liver dysfunction. Our results demonstrate 
an association of the DHETs with mortality and liver 
dysfunction, which may be explained by a more rapid 
breakdown of the protective EETs.

Although this was the largest study of oxylipins in 
sepsis to date, the VANISH trial was not designed or 
powered for the purpose of oxylipin analysis. As only a 
fraction of the trial participants underwent blood sam-
pling, it is possible that the included participants are 
not fully representative of a generalized septic shock 
population. This is supported by the higher rates of cir-
rhosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and 
lower severity of shock in included patients compared 
with the rest of the trial population, potentially lim-
iting the generalizability of our findings. Similarly, it is 
possible that we under-detected oxylipin associations 
with mortality as the study was not powered for this 
analysis. Also, several oxylipins were below the quan-
tification limit, which meant they were not able to be 
accurately analyzed. The fact that such small numbers 
of patients had detectable EETs complicates the anal-
ysis and understanding of the pathologic relationship 
between EETs and DHETS in sepsis, for example 8,9-
EET and 14,15-EET were unquantifiable in all samples 
and 5,6-EET and 11,12-EET were quantifiable in a mi-
nority. Future work should endeavor to explore these 
oxylipins using more sensitive assays. Finally, this work 
only addresses concentrations of oxylipins in the circu-
lation. It is possible that oxylipin relationships, activity 
and associations are different in different tissue beds 
such as the liver, where many of these are produced.

CONCLUSIONS

This exploratory analysis has demonstrated a possible 
association between the cytochrome P450 epoxygen-
ase metabolites with septic shock mortality and organ, 
especially liver, dysfunction in humans. This associa-
tion warrants further exploration and raises the possi-
bility that inhibition of the sEH enzyme may represent 
a possible future therapeutic strategy in septic shock.
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